
Rehearsal Plan: Junior High Band 

Objectives: 

1. King of the Road by Roger Miller 

 TSWBAT perform measures 1-20 with staccatos in the winds and accents in percussion 

 TSWBAT perform measure 37 to the end with correct rhythm and articulation, paying 
special attention to the dotted eighth sixteenth figures.   

 TSWBAT perform the main melody without rushing the long tied notes 
2. Selections from Lion King by Paul Lavender 

 TSWBAT perform correct rhythms in I just can’t wait to be king  

 TSWBAT perform correct rhythms from measure 76-end 

 TSWBAT play the correct rhythms in the melody of can you feel the love tonight. 

 3. Pevensey Castle by Robert Sheldon 

 TSWBAT strong and with accents, but without rushing the eigth notes 

 TSWBAT perform the repeats and go onto the next measure without hesitating 

Standards: MENC (PA) 

 2. Performing on instruments, alone and with others, a varied repertoire of music. (9.1) 

 5. Reading and notating music. (9.1) 

Materials: 

 Student folders with music 

 Chairs 

 Music stands 

Terms: 

 Dynamic contrasts 

 Accents 

 Articulations 

 Staccato 

 Stylistic contrasts 
 

Activities  

 1. Warm Ups 

 Play a concert Bb scale in whole notes up and down. 

 Play a concert Bb scale in quarter notes first legato and then staccato working on 
making a difference between the two.  

 Tune 

  

January 26th  



 2. King of the Road 

 Play the melody without rushing the dotted eigth sixteenth note patterns 

 Focus on percussion playing the rhythms correctly and keeping a steady beat 
throughout the entire piece 

 Play measures 37 to the end working on getting the flutes and trumpets to play the 
dotted eigth sixteenth rhythms together 

 Last 4 bars making the quarter notes accented  

 3. Lion King 

 Work on rhythm in flute and trumpet from 10-38 (especially measures 20, 29) 

 Measure 38-42 work on trumpet melody 

 Measures 42-55 flute and trumpet melody 

 Work on getting correct rhythm in the trumpets at 68 

 Have students play rhythm at 97 on concert Bb 

 Once students get correct rhythm work on articulation (stacatto and legato( at measure 
79 

 Work on trumpet melody at 94 

 4. Pevensey Castle  

 Work on the allegro section without rushing 

 Work on getting accents from 110 to the end 

 5. Closure 

 Play part of Lion king to review rhythms 

 Let the students pack up their instruments and put them and their music away. 

 Self Reflection 

 Were the students able to play the allegro section of Pevensy castle without rushing? 

 Did it feel like there was a sense of accomplishment at the end of the rehearsal? 

 Were the students able to understand the idea of stylistic contrasts? 

 Could the students play the different articulations such as marcato, staccato, and 
ancented? 

 

 

 

 


